THE SOLARI REPORT
INTRODUCTION
Welcome to The Solari Report.
Today is March 23, 2017.
I am Catherine Austin Fitts and I am delighted that you could
join me this evening.
EVENTS –
Friesland - April 7 - Join Catherine for Dinner in
Friesland!
Lunch with Catherine, May 6, 2017 - Pasadena, CA
May 11 – Stay Tuned in Southern California
Dr. Joseph Farrell Crowdfund –
Stay tuned for celebration lunch for the crowdfund in
Louisville on May 13th – mailed to donors and posted for
donors will mail next week
Sent out audio update from Joseph and me – on the
crowdfund website
Phase 1 complete; Phase II ongoing raised 15% donations coming in steadily – exciting new $4,000
match

Announce shortly – chance to complete Phase II
contiguous to delivery of Phase I
SO EXCITING!
Australia May 2018
Australian Outback trip with Richard Dolan and Jason
Bawden Smith in 2018. Trip is limited to 20 spots of which
19 are now reserved, leaving 1 available.
Prayer Book -– Prayers for 2017 – email, call or send selfaddressed stamped envelope to our PO Box and we will send
you one back. They are free.
THEME TONIGHT: Ignore the Echo Chamber
No hard evidence of Russian involvement
- Make a whole lot of Manafort & Stone – will not
connect to Trump – make whole lot of noise
- David Brock heart attack – covert forces are moving in
to stop the swarm – makes sense because country can
not afford this expensive and ugly an echo chamber
If he does not hede the warning, likely dead within a
year. This whole process could get much more violent
Now hard evidence that trump was surveillance – Nunes
conference call.

Trump deserves enormous credit for refusing to be gaslighted
and standing up full guns until the documentation started to
dribble in.
Expect some of the monitoring turned out to be friendly.
Intelligence agencies trying to figure out who to support. As
he learned and improved throughout the campaign, he won
some support.
This is an exceptionally important discussion only the top of
the iceberg. Digital systems are being used not just for
surveillance but for manipulation
America has been exhausted by it, so Trump is taking a hit in
the polls.
Meantime, most of the coverage is irrelevant drivel. The
Russia allegations to date are a complete waste of your time.
The fact that our digital systems have no integrity is one of
the most important issues before us. Without privacy, we
have not way to build human or financial equity.
Zero integrity digital systems is the descent into slavery. So
this is a fight worth having. Be glad the President is having it
and refusing to back down because it is hard on his polling
numbers.
MONEY & MARKETS
Market Review

US DOLLAR INDEX
US Dollar Index -2.66%
(103.20–99.56)
Fixed Income:
TLT 1.53%
IEF 0.86%
AGG 0.77%
JNK 0.76%
Equities:
SPY 5.15%
VGK 7.55%
XHB 9.06%
EWG 7.14%
EFA 7.34%
FXI 13.05%
HAO 14.67%
EEM 13.42%
Commodities
$CRB -4.61%
(190.1–183.64)
GLD 8.27%
SLV 10.32%
OIL -18.80%
Republicans postponed the health care vote – did not have
the votes

Their problem is we can not afford insurance - need the
money for health care
Can not afford a population with bad habits who are
digesting GMOs, fluouride, vaccines, aluminum and barium
from spraying
Can not afford a pharmaceutical industry not subject to
market force
Bad habits in corporations and general population – all round
Problem is outside of Washington’s control – need real
political support to do what needs to be done.
Can’t solve problem with money - $50 trillion gone in the
financial coup
Biggest problem with the Budget - $20 trillion debt on the
table – all the missing money and bailouts off the table.

Trump demands Republicans vote on health care Friday or
Obamacare stays
Abandoning negotiations, President Donald Trump on
Thursday demanded a make-or-break vote on health care
legislation in the House, threatening to leave Obamacare in
place and move on to other issues if Friday's vote fails.

Knows must get tax reform done before recess in August
Will move to the next thing he wants done.
Video from Steve Pzesnick strongly critical of budget
blueprint – should move faster to revolutionize the military
and intelligence scope and economics – excellent comments
will post.
Oh No – turns out Gorsuch – working for Gonzales stinker
on helping the CIA initiate torture network
Nuts – they keep turning up like bad pennies – Gorelick,
Dina Powell
This is why you want an open vetting process.. let this stuff
come out
Book Review: The Reporter Who Knew Too Much
Book Review: Dark Money by Jane Mayer
FASCINATING COMMENT On CUT AND RUN
Who Owns Antarctica & How Much is It Worth?
HERO: The Working Ranch Cowboy's Association Wildfire Relief Fund
Solari donation a week or two ago.

http://wrca.org
Panhandle – third worst fire in Texas history
Rancher there sent reports and gave me permission to
post so you would get a feel, recommending the WRCA
relief fund was a great way to help
Ochilltree, Roberts, Hemphill and Lipscomb Counties, Texas
Panhandle Fire Report.
I still contend our Popsicle index approaches 100%!!
The WRCA is a great choice for donations. Eleven years ago,
an even larger fire swept the Panhandle. That fire burned
4000+ acres and 16 miles of fence at our
Ranch. The WRCA procured massive amounts of reject pipe
at a low cost and then provided to the ranchers at about a
third of the normal cost of pipe.
Most of the people here do not want a hand out but they sure
like a bargain! We used the pipe to build the corners in the
fence which had to be rebuilt.
The man where Jane's hay is going kept telling us that he was
fine, there were lots
of people worse off than him. We went and looked. All of
his hay had burned up. All of his grass had burned up. But
his cattle survived because they had gotten them on a wheat
pasture and it did not burn. And to top it off, he was on a
firetruck with my partner fighting fire on a neighbor when his
land and hay burned up! Clearly he needs the hay!

Volunteers fought fire for 36 hours straight with no injuries.
That in itself is truly a miracle.
Last week as I was returning to the ranch which had burned
eleven years ago, the memories flooded back and I
remembered
how overwhelmed I felt at the time. But as I drove into the
headquarters last week, all was well. A small herd of mule
deer were grazing north of the house, pronghorn antelope
were in front of the house and a
herd of aoudad sheep (descendants from imports from the
Barbary Coast of Africa) were laying to the south. Cattle will
arrive in the next few weeks. With the help of friends and
strangers alike, lots of hard work, time and the hand of God,
most of the people affected by the recent wildfires will
recover.
Thanks for all your help.
And I was able to listen to the firefighters via
www.broadcastify.com. They broadcast participating police
and fire scanners across the country. As much as you drive
across the country, it would allow you to monitor any
emergencies and avoid.
And my oil and gas attorney told me about a documentary his
son was in. We ordered it in from Amazon and it was great.
Unbranded-story of four recent Texas A&M graduates who
buy 20 wild mustangs, train them and ride them from the
Mexican border to the Canadian border. Interwoven is the
story of BLM and their management of the wild horse herds

on federal lands. On opposite sides are people who want
basically no management of the herds and ranchers who
graze the land and want horse herds held constant.
Ben Masters was the force behind it. Gave me hope not all 22
year olds are whiners.
Gary Jahnel : 2017 Panhandle Wildfires Gary is one of those
people that just brighten your day when he walks in the
office. He always has something positive to say or funny to
tell you. This past week the fires that revenged our county
unfortunately got to Mr. Jahnel’s farm. I had called a few
times to check in to see if he, his family, and his farm were
ok. During one of the calls he said with tension, slight fear
and concern, “ They are trying to get it out. It’s here, but they
are trying the best they can.” My heart sank. Shear
helplessness overcame me and I told him, “It will be ok, call
if I can help.” Through the hours and days I continued to
think about Gary as well as other customers, hoping and
praying they made it through. As the smoke and smog settled,
the realization of what took place set in. Thousands of acres,
cattle and few lives of hard working people had been taken. I
contacted Gary again to see if everything was ok. He noted
that the houses, barns, and cows were ok. However, the hay,
grassland, and some equipment didn’t fare as well. As a
week went by, life continues. Early morning in the office I
hear the doorbell ding and Mr. Jahnel’s face brighten our
entry. I was overwhelmed to see his smiling face. Through his
rough and tired voice filled with emotional and physical
exhaustion, we spoke for a while of the week’s events and
how he had managed. He told me a story that made me
proud of agriculture and proud to play a role in it. Gary had

lost all of his hay but thankfully none of his cattle. He said he
had received a call from a woman in Amarillo who told him,
“ I heard you lost all of your hay, I am going to bring you
some.” Gary had never met this woman or even how she
knew they needed hay. He told her about the fires and how
he had been helping his neighbor earlier in the day battle fires
on their property. The neighbor he was referring to mind you
was not the adjacent property. It was someone who was
about 15-20 min from where he was located. Gary had a
puzzled look on his face when he told me, “She said, that’s
not a neighbor.” Gary explained that when you are a farmer
or in a small community, anyone within a drive away is a
neighbor. I listened with admiration eager to hear how the
story continued. He said the woman showed up with all
smiles and a load of hay. They spoke for a while and Gary
was so grateful for this woman’s generous support. A day or
two had gone by and as communication continued the
woman made sure to tell Gary, “ Let me know if you need
anything, we are neighbors now so I am here to help.” With a
hitch in my throat I told Gary how amazing that was. Gary
and I live a few miles from each other and he and my
husband are both involved with volunteer fire departments. I
had never felt so grateful to experience moments like this.
Moments like this stay with you forever. Moments like this
change people for the better. Thank you Gary for sharing this
light moment through all the darkness. We are all neighbors.
The few days after the fire, wheeler lipscomb and Hemphill
counties sounded like a war zone. People were putting cattle
too injured to recover down. People care about their animals
or they would not do this for a living as the money is not that
great and the work is hard. People lost horses in the fire. A

good horse is indispensable in this line of work-a partner in
every sense of the word. I should have been dead long ago if
not for being mounted on smart horses and them making the
decision to get us both home with minimal damage. I have
had horses put down to old age but can not imagine losing
one in a fire.
John Ericsson of Hank the Cowdog Fame, lost his house and
much of his ranch this fire but I heard he had two cows calve
during the fire and all survived by taking shelter in a rough
canyon. In the 2006 fire much of his ranch burned also.
The 2006 fire was the number one fire in Texas Recorded
history and the fire this year was number 3 measured in acres
burned.
It is all part of life in the Texas Panhandle. The volunteers
will spend the next few months repairing all the equipment
tore up in these fires.
I am going to try and send you a copy of the local newspaper.
The most liberal person in 4 counties is the editor but they
have lots of coverage and pictures to give you some
perspective. You can see on the map how close fire came to
Higgins when the fire shift happened and turned the fire
south.
Counties in this part of texas are 30 miles by 30 miles
The fact that a crisis was fought at the local level first and
then moving outward and upward is the takeaway I get. Just
like you say "Things work better from the bottom

up." County government and local volunteers jumped into
action. It was a community or in this case several
communities, effort put forth. Firefighters were on the front
line but locals gathered up water and food and found the
water tanker trucks refilling the fire trucks and the firefighters
were fed and watered on the run. Kirk said somebody left
seventeen cases of water at their little fire station and gobs (a
direct quote) of food. Everybody does what they can to help
and it all works. People were helping evacuate those in the
line of the fire.
The ag extension service is a dual government agency split
between the state and the local community. The area ag
extension group out of Amarillo began organizing donations
of hay and supplies but the local man was one of the main
organizers on site. The amount of hay which arrived within
hours of the fire being brought under control is amazing.
Within days, other needed supplies began arriving.
Two private helicopters reside in Hemphill County. Both of
them were hovering over peoples houses to give them the
signal to evacuate. They also both have large canvas buckets
on their helicopters and they fought fire relentlessly.
There might have been some forest service planes in the
Hemphill county area but I know they were initially at the fire
north of Amarillo. State fire fighters came in after a day and
a half of firefighting and I think they did the mop up work.
No one was waiting on help from the government. Many
stories will never be told because people did the right thing to
help their neighbors out and moved on to see where they

could be of use next. They did not need a pat on the back for
doing good deeds. It is just the way things work here in a
crisis.
Rain put it out. Burned 25 miles by10 miles I am guessing
from my easy chair in Amarillo. Will assess our damages
tomorrow. Expecting 60 mph winds tomorrow so it might be
another wild day. Kirk was there helping firefighters get
around on our property so I was getting good Intel.
Same guys fighting this fire as other fire. We need a foot of
snow on the level but we did get rain before it got to
Oklahoma. Divine intervention
ASKED TWO RANCHERS IN TEXAS TO WATCH
SHASTA COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
Would you watch this and listen to the part about
nanoparticles making things more combustible. I am
wondering if that is a factor. I think it is Mark McCandlish's
testimony Very reliable:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O4WhYKP83zo&featu
re=youtu.be

Let’s Go to the Movies

In Let’s Go to the Movies, I will review Hidden Figures about
three brilliant African-American women who worked at the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
during the 1950’s Space Race and the successful NASA effort
to send John Glenn into earth orbit. It is an inspiring,
entertaining cinematic depiction of the importance of
meritocracy if we wish to achieve excellence, and to
accomplish “the impossible.”
INTERVIEW
Great turnout, great discussion, lots of links, raw audio
up, edited audio by Monday, then transcript
“In a digital age, data about money is worth more than money” Nicholas Negroponte
By Catherine Austin Fitts
This week on the Solari Report, I will present a live seminar
called “Unpacking Your Financial Ecosystem.” I will begin at
Midnight GMT, 8pm EDT, 7pm CDT, 6pm MDT, 5pm
PDT, 8am HKT, 11am AEDT. My presentation will take an
hour – questions will add up to another hour, for a total time
of up to 2 hours.
I will introduce steps you can take to identify and understand
the local, state, corporate and foundation financial flows and
assets that impact your finances and local economy. I will
focus on US examples. If you are a citizen of another
developed country, you should be able to extrapolate

information about financial flows and assets within your own
national, regional, and municipal jurisdictions.
If you are attending live, make sure you are logged in and able
to post in the comment section of this commentary. I would
encourage you to post notes, comments, and questions as we
proceed.
We will post access information to our webinar URL for
subscribers on Thursday morning so make sure to login and
check the subscriber links. The audio, referenced links and
notes will be included in the subscriber section of this
commentary by late Thursday night or Friday.
In Money & Markets this week I will discuss the latest in
financial and geopolitical news. Make sure to post or send
your questions to Ask Catherine.
ASK CATHERINE
https://www.google.com/amp/www.nydailynews.com/amp
/news/crime/oklahoma-pol-resign-wake-child-prostitutioncharges-article-1.3004109

https://youtu.be/Tu1gj010oa8
A little Donald humor, @ approx 1:24 in the video he says
"everyones always blaming me for everything"
Trump the visionary!

THANKS FOR THE LINKS!
Hi Catherine,
Can you ask Rob to explain how the paper market in futures
has what the sellers of gold bullion called “naked shorts”
when every paper contract has a buyer and a seller?
Will do – we will focus on Interest Rate swaps but will also
go into the gold related trading.
It seems the gold bugs, including Franklin Sanders, pretend
the paper market is “fake” pricing somehow. I don’t
understand this claim.
OK, will go into with Rob – false sales and shorts. Selling
gold when you have no gold.
Hopefully you get this question in time.
I see that you link to Martin Armstrong. I often wonder why
you have not interviewed him. It would be great if you could
interview Martin.

Often disagree – not comfortable – example ESF – accuse
people of selling newsletter – ridiculous – Rob Kirby would
no more say anything to sell newsletters – cheap shot based
on no knowledge. Ignorant and rude.
Don’t believe in black boxes or future prediction – worst
mistakes I see come from getting vested in a particular

It seems the two of you had similar experience getting rolled
by the Feds. Martin says the bankers manipulate everything
picking up pennies on every trade. He said never ever do you
have a long term trend changing manipulation.

Disagree - Manipulation of Oil price, strong dollar policy,
pump and dump of the housing markets.

In fact, he says often times the bankers are manipulating the
price on the upside. Really old stock brokers say of course
the markets is manipulated like having your stops run. Don’t
complain that is the way the world works, accept it.
Disagree – What you think and what you do is important.
That kind of hopelessness is mind control. Don’t buy it.

Hi Catherine: As one of your new subscribers to the Solari
Report, I had opportunity to read the ESF of March 9, 2017
and learned so much information that I never even knew
existed—thank you!
Toward the end of the PDF version is this by you:

"Enforce the Constitution. I’ve been working with a group of
people to come up with a list of all the different things that
we can do to enforce the Constitution."

So my question is this: How can any of us “enforce the
Constitution” when we all are
considered “enemies/rebels/belligerents/statutory US
citizens” under 50 USC App(5b) as amended by The
Emergency Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933(12 USC
95a)? In addition, how can “we the people” enforce the
Constitution when we were never a party to it? The courts
have already ruled as such and people are still under the
illusion that somehow “we the people” ARE a party to
the Constitution. Yes, it is true that we are the posterity
beneficiaries to the Constitution, but only the states and the
federal government are the actual parties to it. It seems to me
that the first step needs to be a change in status
from “enemy/belligerent/rebel” as a US citizen to private
people again—then as beneficiaries, we can enforce the
Constitution. Do you agree? Disagree?

Not a lawyer – “Nobody gives you power, you take it.”
simply have watched the power of people – intention, time,
attention, cash flow. Enough people shift, enforcement is
possible. Study changes in culture, consciousness, money….

This is why their efforts at manipulate the field and
consciousness are so important.

Hello Catherine. I recently listened to the interview you did
with Rob Kirby on the ESF (excellent work, BTW). I am
interested in digging deeper into the HUD / NY Fed / ESF
connection, focusing on the exploitation and profiteering of
the US housing market. I wondered if you could direct me to
Solari resources or other writings on that topic or related
material. Thank you for your help. Cordially – CR
Link individual mortgage and servicing with mortgage
securities with trading with derivatives – talk about it on
interest rate swap
Soprano TV – four on HUD fraud
Iran Contra fraud Mafia, CIA and George Bush by Peter
Brewton
Kemp Tapes
Dillon Read Story
The Myth of the Rule of Law
Missing money at HUD
Why community wizard was so dangerous
Mortgage Servicing fraud
MERS System
Missing Money – how finance – discrepancy between amount
outstanding

Hi Catherine
It's one of your fans from the City of London. The City is
imploding post-Brexit (intentionally engineered) and seems to
be taking my beloved country with it. So I'm off. Been
offered a great job in Sydney with a global broker so I'm off
to australia on Tuesday.
I know it will be the same old sh@t but at least the weather
will be better...
I'll look forward to catching up with Solari and your great
YouTube interviews from down under.
Do let me know if you're going to be in Oz any time soon.
Keep being fabulous! And may God watch over you.
Warmest regards
SYDNEY IS SO WONDERFUL – IT IS THE LUCKY
COUNTRY – you will have a great time. Curious to know
why the Queen was committed to imploding the City.

Hi Solari team, Did you know that Solari.com made it onto
the following list from Harvard(?): "False, Misleading,
Clickbait-y, and/or Satirical “News” Sources" The reasons
were identified in their category labeled "Unknown." Along
with some other great sites such as TragedyandHope.com
and many others. Keep up the great work. Thanks, Jeremy
Sent from my iPhone
Jim:
From what I can tell, Harvard did not make up a list.
In Steve Lendman’s article he has a list of sources he
describes as reliable that he says in on Harvard’s list –
however I can find no such list. The Harvard site has a
section on “Fake News” – they link to the associate professor
from Merrimack College who did make a list. However, that
link takes you to a french text – so it is not working.
A search for that list on the Internet produces this list
https://docs.google.com/document/d/10eA5mCZLSS4MQY5QGb5ewC3VAL6pLkT53V_81ZyitM/previ
ew
We were not on the associate professors original list. We are
on this list and our type is categorized as “unknown” which is
defined as:
Unknown (tag unidentified): Sources that have not yet been
analyzed (many of these were suggested by readers/users or
are found on other lists and resources). Help us expand our
resource by providing us information!

So this gets back to “Fake News” – it looks to me like
Harvard or the Harvard Library did not create a list of “fake
news” websites and it is highly misleading to attach Harvards
name to it – that is a very fake news thing to do.
While I don’t know the associate professor at Merrimack. She
is an associate professor of communications and media.
http://www.merrimack.edu/live/profiles/586-melissa-mishzimdars
http://www.merrimack.edu/index.php
Here is the project she works on:
http://www.opensources.co
Trolling that, Solari.com does not appear on either Credible
or NotCredible lists.
If you look at the associate professor’s bio, I think the chance
that she or her associates are expert in the covert economy or
financial system is small, so I am not sure why we are even
thinking or discussing her lists.
If you look at the Credible List it is media that has significant
sovereign backing and/or financial resources. So it would
appear that rich resources are what get you to credibility in
their space. Lord knows resources do help produce a better
publication.
This means they are not focused on material omissions.
Probably more focused on slip ups like Lendman implying
that an official Harvard source made a list.

What will decide all of this is views and subscriptions. Who
gets the views and who gets the subscriptions.
Which is why I give priority to NO MATERIAL
OMISSIONS and why the good associate professor
unknowingly supports so many media sources with investors
who start wars and practice pedophilia and make far less
typos than me.

REALLY IMPORTANT TO NOT WASTE TIME ON
ANY OF THIS – focus on what is real an sources that have
no integrity – disclosures from Iran Contra and last housing
bubble Harvard Corporation has no integrity – individual
professors may – but as a source hopelessly conflicted.

Hello Catherine:
I will definitely be listening to Unpacking Your Community
Financial System. I know the city manager wants to start a
Citizen Academy and I have volunteered to help so I will
have that in mind when I listen to your broadcast.
Just as an update I want you to know the first group of
college students completed a day on the job with city code
enforcement employees. The students submitted written
evaluations of their experience. Their reports were
enthusiastic and positive. Some reported observing a city
employee advising a resident on ways to repair or maintain

their property another student talked about having to help
collect an annoying boa constrictor.
The next our local sheriff ‘s deputy will come for a Q and A
with the class. The students have been advised that the city
and county and state are the largest employers in our area.
Later in the semester a local organic farmer will speak about
clean food production as an entrepreneurial option.
I hope to continue these activities and add new programs too.
Your training will be used to help enrich the learning
experience.
I will keep you posted as we move forward.

Catherine, I have recently moved to a small island on the
west coast of Canada. I have a garden etc. w my wife. I am
working my way through Dr.Farrell’s books. What three
books (or more) would you recommend that a person read in
order to self educate for the times that are here and coming.
Thank you

https://www.amazon.com/Encyclopedia-Country-Living40th-Anniversary/dp/1570618402
https://www.amazon.com/Where-There-No-DoctorHandbook/dp/0942364155/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8
&qid=1490244501&sr=11&keywords=where+there+are+no+doctors

https://www.amazon.com/Field-Quest-Secret-ForceUniverse/dp/006143518X
https://www.amazon.com/Permaculture-Designers-ManualBill-Mollison/dp/090822801wolr
https://www.amazon.com/World-Almanac-Book-Facts2017/dp/1600572057/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid
=1490244603&sr=1-1&keywords=world+almanac
In the Dark Jason Bawden Smith
------------------------

Dear Catherine Austin Fitts,
Thank you for your interview with Rachael L. McIntosh and
Rob Ossell of www.shadowcitizen.
In the interview you mention helping a friend to get rid of
diabetes, with a DVD.
Would you be so kind as to direct me to this purchase, to this
method?

SIMPLY RAW – Arizona Clinic – found local

Hi Catherine, Would you talk a bit about the practical
legalities of investing in a local business? An innovative
group here, Austin Foodshed Investors, has been coaching
and educating small producers in the local foodspace, helping
them with business plans, and connecting them to
appropriate sources of capital, so they’re ready for it, and use
it well. They have helped deploy over $1M now in local
businesses. http://www.austinfoodshedinvestors.org/ I
notice they only entertain ‘accredited’ investors. That sounds
like they are navigating a legal landscape, and it effectively
eliminates me from participating as an investor. Our Solari
group has tentatively agreed that we would like to materially
invest in a local business. I know a couple who passionately
wants to farm. They maintain a consistent presence at farmers
markets throughout the area. They appear to me to be the
most committed and likely to succeed, of the few dozen
starting farmers I’ve talked to. How would our Solari group
prepare legally, to consider investing in this couple’s
enterprise? Thanks, Jim
POSTED LINKS on legal issues of local/start up investing –
take a look - check whether Texas has done a crowdfunding
bill
Do real estate purchase and lease – see Real Dirt on Farmer
John – keep it simple
May be able to do loans – follow up

Hi Catherine, I am a member of a small family office. We
have a lot of oil and gas interests with emphasis in Permian
basin. We also invest quite a bit in several real estate product
types in Texas virgins and Phoenix. We also direct lend on
real estate. We have 4 percent invested in mining equities and
pm. We are 50 percent cash after taxes. I am working to find
a home for 20%. Hope to hear from you
Solari Report – don't do investments on the Solari Report. Can
talk about diversification – might want to find a reliable
Austin venture group that could get you into tech and 3.0 –
good combination of 2.0 and 3.0.
Hi Catherine,
I've enjoyed the last two conversations with Dolan & Kirby
on the ESF. I was wondering if you can you share your
thoughts on how (or if) Dark Pools are or may be used by the
ESF to limit transparency?
It seems to me that they have to be – have found very little
reliable information on the dark pools. – welcome any
recommendations.
I'm also very much interested with Rob Kirby's take on this,
if you could share it with him as a topic in the upcoming
conversation on Interest Rate Swaps.
Thank for your brilliant conversations!
Kind Regards,

PS. I'm looking forward to the Pasadena lunch. :)

CLOSING

March 30 – Cardiac Arrest with Howard Root
Speaking to you from Netherlands --April 06 – Clash of Civilizations – can a new administration
maintain a prosperous economy without debt, crime and war?
April 13 News Trends & Stories
Back in US
April 20 Equity Overview and Rambus Chartology
April 27 Rob Kirby – Interest Rate Swaps – explain
Please remember, don’t worry about whether or not there is a
conspiracy. If you are not in a conspiracy, then you need to
start one.
Good night and good luck.
+++++++++++++++++++++

Appendix

Money & Markets – Week of 03.19.17
Money & Markets, Top Picks on March 19, 2017 at 11:03 am · No
Comments [Edit]
Want to Fix Gun Violence in America? Go Local.
The Guardian UK | March 2017
The Economics of Gun Violence…
Geopolitical – Week of 03.19.17
Geopolitical, Top Picks on March 19, 2017 at 10:03 am · No
Comments [Edit]
Ukraine Accuses Russia of ‘State Terrorism’ After
Former MP Shot
Reuters | 23 March 2017
Key witness in a treason…
Devin Nunes Confirms Surveillance Of Trump
Transition team – Press Conference
YouTube | 21 March 2017
Incidental surveillance…
Gingrich & Dobbs Discuss FBI Director Comey’s
Strange Behavior

Fox News | 21 March 2017
Tillerson: “I Didn’t Want This Job”
Zero Hedge | 22 March 2017
Tillerson’s lament…
North Korea ‘Fires Several Missiles’ towards Japan but
Launch ‘Did Not Go Off Normally’
Mirror UK | 22 March 2017
NK Missiles that miss…
Woman Claims Parents Sold Her To An International
Sex Trafficking Organization – At Birth
Dr. Phil | 21 March 2017
More pedo revalations…
Live: U.S. Politics
Reuters | 21 March 2017
Live US Politics…
High Court Limits President’s Power to Fill Temporary
Posts
Yahoo | 21 March 2017
1998 law…
Why White-collar Crooks may be Cheering this Jeff
Sessions Memo
Yahoo | 21 March 2017
Violent…
Latest Solari $25 Contribution
Lift the Veil

Patreon |21 March 2017
Citizen…
LePen Rises to New All-Time High of 45%
PresiTrack |21 March 2017
Le Pen gains ground…
Oklahoma State Sen. Ralph Shortey to Resign in Wake
of Arrest for Child Prostitution
NY Daily News | 21 March 2017
Pedo-gate continued…
Exclusive Interview: Documenting Illegal-Immigrant
Pedophile Crimes
Jon Rappoport | 20 March 2017
Illegal pedophile crimes…
North Korea Issues Shock War Warning: ‘If a Single
Bullet is Fired, We Will Nuke the US’
Daily Star | 19 March 2017
NK nuke threats…
EXCLUSIVE! New NSA Whistleblower Goes Public
About Trump Surveillance
Infowars | 19 March 2017
Corsi on NSA…
NSA Documnets Prove Surveillance of Donald Trump &
his Family
Infowars | 19 March 2017
Obama’s surveillance tally continues…

Did the U.S. Government Pressure Pope Benedict XVI
to Resign?
JP Farrell | 21 2017 March 2017
Pope pressured…
Gallup Daily: Trump Job Approval
Gallup | 19 March 2017
Trump’s poll numbers…
Tillerson Ends China Trip with Warm Words from
President Xi
Reuters | 19 March 2017
Beijing is also deeply…
Legislators Push for Cities to Be Treated as “Tenants of
the State”
Truth Out | 19 March 2017
Local governments have become…
Trump’s Proposed Increase in US Military Spending is
Almost as Big as Russia’s Entire Defense Budget
QZ | 18 March 2017
So behind…
Science & Technology – Week of 03.19.17
Science & Technology, Top Picks on March 19, 2017 at 10:03 am ·
No Comments [Edit]
The Industrial Internet: Undersea and in Deep Space
GE | March 2017
Asteroid…

Shasta County (California) Supervisors Take Evidence
on Enviromental Contamination from Climate
Engineering Programs
YouTube | 19 Jul 2014
Geoengineering hearings…
Steve Blank @ AppNexus: The Secret History of Silicon
Valley
YouTube | 2013
Excellent Historical Tech retrospective!!…
NASA Would Receive $19.5 Billion in FY17 under S. 442
About Big Gov | 28 Feburary 2017
NASA to receive billions…
Local: Everyone Knows We Have a Traffic Problem
Strong Towns | 16 March 2017
Bother to really define…
Food & Health – Week of 03.19.17
Food & Health, Top Picks on March 19, 2017 at 9:03 am · No
Comments [Edit]
Stink of Brazil meat corruption scandal puts off China
and South Korea
ABC AU | 20 March 2017
More Beef contamination fallout…
Brazil Moves to Calm Beef Crisis, Temer Heads to
Steakhouse

Bloomberg | 20 March 2017
Beef contamination crisis…
Life – Week of 03.19.17
Life, Top Picks on March 19, 2017 at 9:03 am · No Comments
[Edit]
People Are Ditching Chicago In Record Numbers As
Windy City Leads U.S. In Population Loss
Zero Hedge | 22 March 2017
To do with those spiking…
Wildcards – Week of 03.19.17
Top Picks, Wildcards on March 19, 2017 at 9:03 am · No
Comments [Edit]
Strange UFO Coin from 1680 Puzzles the Experts
Pegasus Research | 19 March 2017
Alt history…
Diseased Refugees Obtaining SSN and Passport Upon
Arrival
YouTube | 16 March 2017
Josh Tolley Show…

I was asked to be in this conference, but today Ian Crane
called and
said it is postponed till much later because speakers were

nervous
about all the oregon crap happening.
-David Dees
artcat@fastmail.com
On Wed, Feb 17, 2016, at 10:00 AM, harry blazer wrote:

